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Topics
DNSSEC theory in 7 screen shots

DNSSEC software: validating, signing

Converting applications to use DNSSEC

Using DNSSEC for non-DNS purposes

TLSA, SSHFP, IPSECKEY, <your crazy idea here>



  

DNSSEC in 7 screen shots



Image a DNS RRset



Add DNS signature record



Also signature for NXDOMAIN



Publish the public key used in DNS



Hash of public key goes to parent 



Build  DS -> DNSKEY trust chains



DNSSEC Lookaside Verification



DNSSEC states and bits
Secure: validated from known trust anchor key

Insecure: proven no trust anchor exists there

Bogus: crypto failed,answer scrubbed (ServFail)

Indeterminate: answers incomplete/missing

Query using “dig +dnssec”

Check dig output for “AD” - Authenticated Data

Debug ServFail's using “dig +cd +dnssec”



DNSSEC capable DNS resolvers

unbound (preferred for on the fly reconfiguration)

bind (named)

DNSSEC capable DNS servers

All modern DNS servers (bind, nsd, powerdns)

DNSSEC zone signers

opendnssec, dnssec-signzone (bind), pdns, 
dnssec-tools, ....

DNSSEC utilities (dig, unbound-host, drill,..)

yum/apt-cache  search dnssec

DNSSEC in Linux distro's



yum install unbound or yum install bind

echo “nameserver 127.0.0.1” > /etc/resolv.conf

No further configuration needed, DNSSEC 
enabled in default configuration since Fedora 
15

Don't actually do this on your laptop, as you 
depend on spoofed DNS every day!

DNSSEC validation in 
Fedora / RHEL



DNSSEC too good – protects against

hotspot / captive portal

VPN – private views

opendns, NXDOMAIN squatting, dns rewriting

Many applications mess with /etc/resolv.conf

We need to address these issues all at once

DNSSEC resolving issues



NetworkManager, unbound, dnssec-triggerd

Run DNSSEC server locally: unbound

dnssec-triggerd with NM hook to:

Detect hotspot via http://fp.org/static/hotspot.txt

use resolv.conf to temporarily bypass unbound

Launch browser to hotspot-nocache.fp.org 

Detect payment / license agreement

Re-enable DNSSEC using unbound via resolv.conf

DNSSEC and hotspots



Hotspot detected



Login to hotspot



Fallback to DNS over TCP



Or worse: cache-only



Openswan reconfigures unbound on the fly

IPsec server sends XAUTH domain name and name 
server parameters to openswan client
 (i.e. “redhat.com”, 10.11.255.156)  

Openswan informs unbound:
“unbound-control forward_add redhat.com 
10.11.255.156”

On termination, openswan issues “unbound-
control forward_remove redhat.com” and 
“unbound-control flush_requestlist” 

DNSSEC and VPNs



DNSSEC zone signing
yum install opendnssec -y

systemctl ods-enforcerd start

systemctl ods-signerd start

ods-ksmutil zone --add yourzone.com --input 
/var/named/yourzone.com --output 
/var/named/yourzone.com.signed 

ods-signer sign yourzone.zome
(updated named.conf, restart named, wait a few days, 
go to Registrar for DS, or dlv.isc.org to publish DLV)

ods-ksmutil key ds-seen --zone yourzone.com \
      --keytag xxxxx



Convert code to use DNSSEC
We will use libunbound as our API

Find gethostbyname() calls (direct / indirect)

Initialize a DNSSEC cache context

Configure its behaviour to emulate POSIX

Load DNSSEC trust anchor keys (root, DLV)

Call ub_resolv() directly or via thread / callback

Check return value for DNSSEC parameters



Code: initialize libunbound



Add trusted DNSSEC keys 



Add DNSSEC resolve call



replace gethostbyname()



Achievement unlocked!
Your zone is continuously signed and updated

Your resolvers are deployed with DNSSEC

You can handle necessary spoofed data from 
VPN and hotspots

Your application is DNSSEC aware and protects 
against DNS spoofing and cache poisoning

You can now use DNSSEC to securely publish 
your own data



non-DNS data use of DNSSEC
TLSA – Store HTTPS certificates in DNS

SSHFP – Store ssh known_hosts keys in DNS

IPSECKEY – Store IPsec public RSA keys in DNS

S/MIME – Store email public keys in DNS

SMTP/TLSA – STARTSSL public keys in DNS

(first three are already described in RFCs, the 
last two are currently still drafts)



The TLSA record



Other data suggestions
PGP/GPG fingerprints in DNS ?

OTR (IM) fingerprints in DNS ?

File hashes in DNS ? (rpm, tripwire, IMA/EVM)

SElinux policies via DNS ?

Software Update Versions in DNS ?

Distributed secure twitter-like publishing ?
1.tweets.fp.org. IN TXT “#dnssec in @fedora is neat!”

2.tweets.fp.org. IN TXT “#linuxcon people think I'm nuts”



Offline DNSSEC chains
My laptop stores DNSSEC hierarchy from the 
root (“.”) to itself (“pwouters.redhat.com”)

Your laptop does same, from “.” to 
“johndoe.toronto.example.ca”

Laptops can now authenticate each other 
offline via adhoc/bluetooth – no internet 
required as long as both have the root (“.”) key.



addon: DNSSEC Validator (labs.nic.cz)

addon: Extended Validator (os3sec.org)

addon: DNSSEC / TLSA validator

people.redhat.com/pwouters/

All proof of concept addons to push browser 
vendors for native integration

DNSSEC and Firefox



DNSSEC Validation



TLSA / DNSSEC Validation



  

Questions?
Ideas?

pwouters@redhat.com 
LetoAms on FreeNode, Twitter, etc

Contact:

mailto:pwouters@redhat.com


DNSSEC does not cause 51x amplification
(numbers published by Dan Kaminsky and me)

DNS privacy is more then just encryption

DNScurve would destroy all DNS caches
(causing much worse amplification)

DNScurve causes CPU load on DNS auth 
servers (talk about  Denial of Service attack)

The OpenDNS business model is forging dns...

DJB is wrong – come talk to me afterwards

But djb says 'DNSSEC is evil'



200+ million domain names, can't store/verify

X-Files was wrong, you need to trust someone

Hierarchical trust or decentralized trust?

“Peer to Peer” DNS cannot work, uniqueness 
requires enforcement, human-readability

Moxie is postponing the inevitable trust.
come talk to me after the presentation

But Moxie Marlinspike says 
'DNSSEC and Verisign are evil'
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